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TETRANITIATION

To prepare for Tetranitiation, it is requested that the 

neophyte create a simple Cubic Altar. In a room 

where you may enjoy privaxy, arrange the following 

on a small desk, shelf, or similar surface:

 Four unlit candles (tea lights work), aligned 

with the four corners of the room you occupy.

 A cube. This could be a jewelry box, an empty 

Amazon box, a Rubik’s Cube, anything cube 

shaped will do. The corners of this cube should 

point to the candles.

 A Dobbshead, or other piece of SubGenius 

iconography or scripture, including your 

Membership Card, the Book of the SubGenius, 

etc. Multiple SubGenius relics are allowed.

 This Monograph and your blank initiation card 

and certificate (set aside).

 A candle snuffer (optional).

Just prior to beginning the initiation, you may opt to 

burn incense or smoke ’Frop in the room. The room 

should be darkened with only enough light to read 
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this monograph. Sit in silence for a time and ponder 

the illusory nature of one-day linear time. “Bob” will 

speak to you, either aloud or in your mind, when it is 

time to begin. Read the Words of Rudiment from our 

Prophet, and follow the steps to complete your 

initiation.

WORDS OF RUDIMENT

BELOVED NEOPHYTE; greetings to you from all points 

in the Sacred Four-Corner Days. As your Prophet I 

greet you and reach out my hand to guide you 

through this, your Tetranitiation ceremony and 

Induction into the Ancient and Mystical Order of the 

Time Cube. I ask for your attention, your devotion, 

your intention, and your trust, so that your Initiation 

may be full of Wisdom, Power, and more Profits for 

“Bob”!
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CUBIC TETRANITIATION

FIRST: Please approach your altar so that one of the 

four candles faces you. This candle represents 

Midnight, where you have begun, in the darkness of 

ignorance of the one-day lie. However, now comes 

the dawn, and with it all four corners, until all is 

brilliantly illuminated.

As you approach your altar, recite the following 

invocation:

“If Earth stood still, it would have midday, 

midnight, sunrise and sunset as 4 corners. 

Each rotation of earth has 4 middays, 4 

midnights, 4 sunrises and 4 sunsets. Ignorance 

of 4 day harmonic cubic nature indicts humans 

as unfit to live on earth. Now, I leave Ignorance 

behind and step into the light of Cubic 

Wisdom.”

DEGREE I: WISEST HUMAN

Bring your attention to the candle to your LEFT. This 

candle represents SUNRISE. Light it, and repeat these 

words:
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“At Sunrise, Socrates wakes, that I may 

become wisest.”

RESPONSE (read silently): 

“SO BE IT, Neophyte. And so I deem you WISEST 

HUMAN.”

DEGREE II: OBSCURANTIST

Then, bring your attention to the candle OPPOSITE 

you on the other side of the cube. This candle 

represents MIDDAY. Light it, and repeat these words.

“At Midday, the Clintons wake, that I may be 

the bearer of the most obscure secrets.”

RESPONSE (read silently): 

“SO BE IT, Wisest Human. And so I deem you 

OBSCURANTIST.”

DEGREE III: TETRACHRONONAUT

Bring your attention to the candle to your RIGHT. This 

candle represents SUNSET. Light it, and repeat these 

words:
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“At Sunset, Einstein wakes, that I may see the 

true nature of space and time.”

RESPONSE (read silently): 

“SO BE IT, Obscurantist. And so I deem you 

TETRACHRONONAUT.”

DEGREE IV: CUBISSIMUS

Then, bring your attention to the candle NEAREST 

you. This candle represents MIDNIGHT. Do not light 

it, but hold your hand over it and repeat these words.

“At Midnight, ‘Bob’ wakes, and reveals the 

truth to all who have paid him. We will be the 

new rulers of the Pinks, and will reign over the 

four corner days for four eternities.”

RESPONSE (read silently): 

“SO BE IT, Tetrachrononaut. And so I deem you 

CUBISSIMUS/CUBISSIMA (as appropriate).”

CLOSING

NOW: One by one, snuff the candles in order, 

repeating:
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(Extinguishing the sunrise candle) 

Our midnight is someone else’s sunrise… 

(Extinguishing the midday candle) 

Someone else’s midday… 

(Expinguishing the sunset candle) 

And someone else’s sunset.

(Stand up, saying) 

I rise physically in darkness but metaphysically 

into the Greatest Light. CUBO SECLI!

(This concludes your initiation ceremony. Tips are not 

required but are appreciated. Thank you for your 

interest in Time Cube. Use your new powers wisely, 

and PRAISE “BOB”!)
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